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ABSTRACT   

Blockchain technology appears to be the ideal solution for storing data in a transparent and decentralized 

manner. It also allows open access to data and enhances its immutable nature. This technology has helped 

prove its usefulness in several industries so far, however, distributed ledger technology does not work as a 

pure database. Therefore, some problems occur in accessing data. Querying data in the blockchain leads to 

performance and bandwidth problems. This primarily occurs because the blockchain does not have a primary 

query language, unlike regular databases. The distributed nature of the blockchain is in this case an obstacle. 

In this paper, a safe and fast method will be proposed to retrieve consistent data from the blockchain-based 

on the smart contract that will be opened after completing the transaction procedures. All nodes will sign the 

proposed transaction (by adding a special hash to each node resulting from the transaction information and 

node data). Upon completion of Transaction procedures, A smart contract will be opened (in which a QR is 

placed) resulting from converting the signatures in the transaction to QR When the smart contract data is 

retrieved, the QR for each transaction will be used  All node signatures and transaction data will be extracted .  

The data will be retrieved by the QR generated for each transaction after it is stored in all nodes servers 

participating in the system. A new method was proposed to generate a hash for each node present in the 

system. The proposed method was tested in terms of time and complexity, and the algorithm was statistically 

analyzed, and all the results proved successful. 
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1. Introduction 

Transactions are made between the parties  in centralized systems that require a trusted third party but lead 

to a single point of failure and high transaction fees and Data is constantly growing in the era of big data, 

although there are many benefits related to the use of big data as a major resource for the economy, at the 

same time, there is a growing concern about user privacy and misuse of user information. In this context, 

blockchain technology has emerged as a promising technology to enable appropriate data management using 

the concept of an independent updated general ledger by each participating party in the network. This 

technology was used to address these issues by allowing untrusted entities to interact with each other in a 

distributed manner without the involvement of a trusted third party [1, 2].   The architecture of the blockchain 

makes it immutable and transactions cannot be tampered with. Once they occur, they are formally validated 

and recorded in a chain of blocks. Based on blockchain encryption, eliminates the need for a trusted third 

party, allowing the implementation of reliable and powerful applications. Blockchain has been used for 

cryptocurrency in addition to its use in a wide range of fields [3]. One of the advantages that this technology 

provides is consensus to ensure that transactions are not changed, reversed, or canceled, despite all these 

features discussed, there are new challenges in data management and retrieval. Data is stored in permanent 

and transparent blockchains for the entire network. This leads to governance issues to ensure data 
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quality [4]. Data needs consistency to define data recovery goals. A consistent database contains successful 

results, and in this case, it is called a consistent attribute or a logical constant. Transactions need consistency 

so a consistent update of the database file will be created. We conclude that retrieving data from consistent 

transactions will be easier and faster if the transactions are inconsistent [5]. Through this research, we will 

deal with the privacy concerns that users face when retrieving data. We will focus on Windows applications 

for government agencies. These apps collect high-resolution personal data. These services are honest but 

intriguing. This system may be used for other data privacy concerns. The system needs to be protected from 

several problems, the most important of which are: Corruption. If the application is under the command of 

one employee, the employee can decide the citizen, which is a wrong decision in favor of the citizen (as a 

result of bribery). We need smart contracts in which all employees participate to make the final decision. 

When retrieving citizen data from the blockchain, it will be based on the smart contract shared in its decision, 

a group of employees with the citizen himself, safely and easily. This research is divided into the following 

sections:- 

(II) Introduction to blockchain technology. 

(III) Smart contract in the blockchain. (V) Big data and retrieve data. (IV) The last section describes how to 

retrieve data from the blockchain in a fast and secure manner. 

 

2. Blockchain technology  

Blockchain technology is not just one technology, but rather a combination of technologies such as 

encryption, mathematics, and algorithms such as consensus and distribution algorithms [6]. Blockchain is 

the basis for proposed applications in almost every sector. These applications are designed to remove rent-

seeking companies from digital operations while giving users more control over their data. Blockchain 

offers a new type of shared database .  The blockchain-based database is replicated on multiple computers. 

Bitcoin's success has proven that blockchain technology is useful for projects that require real-time 

collaboration between questionable contributors [7]. The basic premise of the blockchain is to build trust in 

a peer-to-peer network without the need for an external third party, such as Bitcoin. When transferring a 

monetary value, it does not need a bank or other financial institution to carry out the transfer.  Transactions 

are stored in chain series of a data structure called blocks and each peer in the blockchain network is called 

a distributed ledger and is updated at the same time [8, 9]. So, blockchain systems consist of two main types:  

-A peer-to-peer network is the mechanism operated by many computers. 

- The database stores the complete file of the transaction history and the order in which the transaction 

occurs.  The blockchain is the same as the database. The database is created by transaction history. In the 

beginning, the first block is called genesis Block, and everyone agrees on it. Then people start submitting 

their transactions and broadcasting them through the peer-to-peer network.  New blocks will be added to the 

network that brings transactions together. By doing this, it will establish a consensus on the order in which 

the transaction was made, and an encryption process will be carried out, a signature will be added to the end 

of the block, and a link will be created to the previous block [10, 11]. Blockchain technology can be 

considered a complex process. The reasons may be the complex interaction of the elements of the blockchain 

and as a result of the characteristics that are difficult to understand in detail and the lack of strong common 

knowledge to the basic building blocks of the blockchain:  

Cryptography: This technology depends mainly on encryption and electronic signature of operations through 

which the identity of the user is determined and permission for persons who have the right to access 

information and this technology contains three main elements (The hash is a unique code - a public key 

cipher - a digital signature). Consensus mechanism: It depends on what is known as the synchronization of 

records to ensure that a new process is added to the correct chain and does not contain contradictory 

information. This process is called mining. Datastore: It is an electronic ledger in which all operations of the 

blocks are combined using consensus algorithms, and each block is linked to the previous one. 

Peer-to-peer network: is the network through which information is transferred and exchanged without the 

need for a third party. Nodes: The user or computer involved in the blockchain [12, 13]. Simple processing 

is done to create a hash for the transactions that take place. It is impossible to perform a reverse operation to 

retrieve the actual data once the hash data is known [14, 15]. Once a new block is created, functions are used 

to confirm the block. Each block is connected to the previous block with a hash value. If someone wants to 

change the value of the data, the hash value will change. It is possible to detect the hiccups when an intruder 
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occurs and changes blocks in the blockchain [16]. Current SHA algorithms consist of SHA1, SHA2, and 

SHA3. SHA differ from each other in the number of bits, for example, SHA224, SHA256, SHA384, and 

SHA512 [17-19]. 

 
Figure 1. Hashing chains the blocks together and renders them immutable [20] 

 

3. Smart contract 

They are programs stored on the blockchain that is run when pre-set conditions are met. They are usually 

used to automate the implementation of the agreement so that all participants can immediately be sure of the 

result without the intervention of any intermediary or loss of time. They can also automate the workflow, 

causing the next action to run when conditions are met. Smart contracts work by following phrases  IF/When. 

Then that is written in the blockchain.  A network of computers performs actions when predefined conditions 

are met and verified. These actions can include disbursing money for taxes, registering cars, sending notices, 

or issuing a ticket. The blockchain is updated when the transaction is completed. This means that the 

transaction cannot be changed and only the parties that have granted permission can see the results. 

Within the smart contract, there can be as many conditions as needed to satisfy the participants that the task 

will be satisfactorily completed to create the conditions. Participants must determine how transactions and 

their data are represented on the blockchain and agree on rules  IF/When ….. Then that governs those 

transactions, explores all possible exceptions, and defines a framework for resolving disputes. The purpose 

of smart contracts is to facilitate transactions between actors who do not know each other and to ensure that 

each contracting party fulfills its obligations and avoids any fraud. This reduces payment delays and the risk 

of error, but it also avoids potential friction over contract terms and mutual obligations. But the safe and 

intelligent nature of these protocols does not leave room for hesitation or interpretation, as contracts must be 

implemented on specific and acceptable terms without the possibility of bypassing the system [21, 22]. 

 

3.1. Advantages of  smart contract  

➢ Speed, efficiency, and accuracy: - Once the conditions are met, the contract is executed immediately, 

since smart contracts are digital and automated, there is no paperwork to be processed, and no time is 

spent resolving errors that often result from manually making documents. 

➢ Trust and Transparency: -Since there is no meaning of a third party and because records are encrypted 

for transactions that are shared through participants, there is no need to ask about whether the 

information has been changed for personal benefit. 

➢ Security:    -  Transactions are encrypted, making them difficult to hack. Since each record is connected 

to the previous and subsequent records in a distributed ledger, it is difficult for hackers to alter the 

entire chain to change a single record. 
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➢ Conservation:    -  Smart contracts eliminate the need for intermediaries to handle transactions, so time 

delays and fees associated with transactions do not exist [23, 24]. 

 

3.2. Big data and storing data 

Big data has several advantages of volume, velocity, and variety, and veracity, here are the features of Big 

Data: 

➢ Volume: Big data processing usually faces challenges that include stereotyped curses (storage, data 

loading, and different data distribution). The curse of dimensions (which contains many features and 

attributes) 

➢ Variety: Diversity represents different types of data such as video, text, and audio that generally 

consist of structured data, semi-structured data, and unstructured data. The complete data cannot be 

stored in the data center, but it is usually distributed over a large number of sites. The heterogeneity 

of data is distributed from different sources. 

➢ Velocity: The Velocity of data generation (that is, how quickly the data is generated). 

➢ Veracity: Veracity refers to the quality aspect. Data can be collected from multiple sources, including 

low-quality and noisy samples. Data can be generated by broken or unreliable Internet of Things 

devices. To improve the quality and analytical accuracy of big data, it is a challenge related to big 

data analytics, which is to extract useful information and patterns from a data set that is used for 

different files. 

Governments and private organizations are investing in big data and blockchain technologies due to 

their great ability to solve many real-world problems. 

Customers are more inclined to transact online and an increasing amount of data is generated every day. 

This exponential rise in digital data generated creates new opportunities for industries to understand 

customer needs and customer trends. Big data set analysis plays a major role in gaining insight into 

customer patterns. These challenges can be addressed through the unique properties of the blockchain 

such as decentralized storage, transparency, and compliance mechanisms.  The information is stored 

in the blockchain in any way requested by the application. Usually, a single blockchain storage model 

is not implemented. Concerning the actual data of the blockchain, there are common options 

represented by:- 

➢ Plain: The data can be read by anyone with access to the blockchain and uses a simple approach to 

facilitate data validation and provide data transparency. 

➢ Encrypted: It can be read by people who have access to the key required to decrypt. If encrypted with 

a private key, decryption with a public key can act as a form of signature to ensure that data is added 

by a particular party. 

➢ Hash: Information is stored only in the blockchain, and the original data is stored elsewhere. The data 

can only be accessed by the important participants. In this case, the blockchain acts as a tool to ensure 

that the data is not modified by keeping the hash extension as an immutable source. 

➢ Pointers: Instead of storing data, a pointer is stored for it, which can be an address  URL or a file. And 

a query SQL is made to be executed in a pre-defined database or anything else that the system 

developers can access [25]. So, the blockchain is not a place to store all kinds of different data. It is a 

file or record in which transaction records are kept. A transaction can be a record of any transaction 

and may contain any type of data. The transaction can be linked to cloud storage and data can be stored 

in different formats [26]. Data storage solutions have been developed to solve scalability. Databases 

have become more complex with the ever-increasing use of various types of data, big data, and cloud 

infrastructure. The data needs data management models such as relational and non-relational. Non-

relational is common for the increased storage of unstructured data and the increased use of machine 

learning. The blockchain architecture is a non-relational database. The blockchain system called Post 

chain appears to be the first system to use the relational model that gives general characteristics to 

decentralized solutions with relational databases. Consistency is difficult and expensive to achieve in 

relational databases when there is more than one party. All nodes in a blockchain must have complete 

copies of the dataset, and security services such as availability, integrity, and fault tolerance are greatly 

supported by blockchain systems. Users trust databases, but no one can be sure of that because 

administrators have complete control over the systems. Even competing companies need to share data, 

and they do not need to build trust among themselves, but they must trust the shared data. Blockchain 
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systems guarantee trust without the use of intermediaries, and trust is created using an independent 

code and two consensus protocols. Thus, decentralized solutions are more suitable for big data 

operations. Relational databases generally handle small data better, while decentralized solutions 

handle big data better [27]. 

4. The proposed system  

Many government departments and organizations require their citizens to issue their certificates and 

credentials. The citizen is obliged to refer to the department from which he issued a card or a document that 

was a certificate, document, or identity, and ask the concerned authority to validate the issuance. 

At the same time, the employee should review the citizen's archive to give him the validity of the issuance 

of the document. The proposed system is a system shared and distributed among more than one employee, 

which will pass through several stages represented by:- 

 

➢ The stage of opening transaction a form for the citizen. 

➢ The stage of deciding on the transaction  and give a contract to the citizen. 

➢ Data Retrieve stage. 

4.1. The stage of opening  transaction a form for the citizen  

The form goes through more than one employee to fill in the citizen's information 

For example, the first employee fills in the citizen’s information in addition to filling in information about 

the employee himself. The second employee, when the form is passed to him, gives the form an incoming 

number and fills in the employee's information. The third employee searches for the citizen's information 

if it is within the database or not to transfer the form to the second stage. But before the transaction is sent 

to the second stage to open a contract for the citizen. Each time the employee fills out the information on 

the form with his information, a hash is generated for each employee. The hash obtained from each 

employee and the citizen's form information is collected and transferred to the QR . 

 

4.2. Generating Hash function steps 

1- Convert the employee data to be filled into bits, the message is broken into chunks of 1,024-bit blocks. 

If the data is less than 1024 bits, it is expanded  by using chaos theory 1D, Only 4 numbers are taken after 

the (,) .the numbers mod 256 are placed in a buffer and then convert to Binary 

𝑟𝑛 = 𝑡(1 − 𝑟𝑛−1)𝑟𝑛−1 

𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑡 ∈ [0,4]𝑟𝑛 ∈ (0,1), 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑛 ∈ 𝑁[22] 

 

2- Compress data from 1024 bits to 512 bits based on primitive polynomial ( compression 32 words (consist 

32 bit each word)  to (32 words ( consist 16 bit to each word) 

3- 512 bits are divided into two parts (right and left), 

Each  part contains 256 bits . Each of the right and left parts will contain 8 words, each word consists of 32 

bits, word= a,b,…….h. 

4- At the same time that the  citizen’s data is withdrawn, the data recorded in the citizen’s form is withdrawn 

and transferred to Binary 

If the data is less than 1024 bits, it needs to be expanded base on chaos theory 1D and divided into.K0 to 

K32, each K contain 32 bits. 

5- SHA 2/256 bit. Logic is used/ repeat 32 round 

T1=∑(𝑒) + 𝑐ℎ(𝑒, 𝑓, 𝑔) + ℎ + 𝑘0 

T2∑𝑜(𝑎) + 𝑚𝑎𝑗(𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐) 

Ch(𝑒, 𝑓, 𝑔) = (𝑒 ^ 𝑓) xor (˥𝑒 ^ 𝑔) 

∑(𝑒) = 𝑒 ≫> 𝑅𝑂𝑇6 𝑋𝑂𝑅 𝑒 ≫> 𝑅𝑂𝑇11 𝑋𝑂𝑅 𝑒 ≫> 𝑅𝑂𝑇25  
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MAJ=(𝑎 ^ 𝑏) 𝑋𝑂𝑅 ( 𝑎 ^ 𝑐) 𝑋𝑂𝑅 ( 𝑏 ^ 𝑐) 

∑𝑜(𝑎) = 𝑎 ≫> 2 𝑋𝑂𝑅 𝑎 ≫> 13 𝑋𝑂𝑅 𝑎 ≫> 22) 

 

6- Update buffer into left and right  

The logic operations are repeated 32 times to get 2 hashes,  

a = T1+T2, b=a, c=b, d=c, e=d+t1, f=e, g=f, h=g 

7- XOR between (left and right) given 1024 bit convert  and to QR  

 

Algorithm: generate hash-QR 

Input: Employee and citizen information 

Output: QR  

Begin  

Step 1: The message is broken into a chunk of 1024 bite blocks. 

If blocks less than 1024 bit 

Made Expansion message, x [1024] bite by Chaos 1D generated random number. 

Step 2: Compress data from x[1024] bits to x[512] bits 

Step 3: divided  512 bits into two parts (right and left), 

Each part contains 256 bits . 

Each of the right and left parts will contain 8 words, each word consists of 32 bits, word= a,b,…….h. 

Step 4: Citizen data transfer on the transaction to bits, if Citizen data less than 1024 bit made expanded, x 

[1024] bite by Chaos 1D generated random number.  

Step 5: SHA 2/256 bit. Logic is used to left and right part/ repeat 32 round 

T1=∑(𝒆) + 𝒄𝒉(𝒆, 𝒇, 𝒈) + 𝒉 + 𝒌𝟎 

T2∑𝒐(𝒂) + 𝒎𝒂𝒋(𝒂, 𝒃, 𝒄) 

Ch(𝒆, 𝒇, 𝒈) = (𝒆 ^ 𝒇) xor (˥𝒆 ^ 𝒈) 

∑(𝒆) = 𝒆 ≫> 𝑹𝑶𝑻𝟔 𝑿𝑶𝑹 𝒆 ≫> 𝑹𝑶𝑻𝟏𝟏 𝑿𝑶𝑹 𝒆 ≫> 𝑹𝑶𝑻𝟐𝟓  
MAJ=(𝒂 ^ 𝒃) 𝑿𝑶𝑹 ( 𝒂 ^ 𝒄) 𝑿𝑶𝑹 ( 𝒃 ^ 𝒄) 

∑𝒐(𝒂) = 𝒂 ≫> 𝟐 𝑿𝑶𝑹 𝒂 ≫> 𝟏𝟑 𝑿𝑶𝑹 𝒂 ≫> 𝟐𝟐) 

step 6 : Update buffer into left and right  

a = T1+T2, b=a, c=b, d=c, e=d+t1, f=e, g=f, h=g 

commutative the result  

step 7: XOR between (left and right) given 1024 bit and convert to QR  

End 

 

 

4.3.The stage of deciding on the transaction and give a contract to the citizen 

The second stage: A smart contract is opened to the citizen after the final decision is made by the employees 

by searching for his information in the databases of the system. The contract is given as a QR resulting 

from the hash generated from the citizen's form information and employee’s information. 
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Figure 2.  Block Diagram for Propose Chaos - QR   
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Example:- 

1- expansion Message 

 

 

 

 

 

Zainab convert to binary                        

 

Chaos 1D logistic map (generated 100 random numbers), take only 4 numbers after (,) and convert to binary  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Combine the input message with the result of the chaos 1D and convert it to binary 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2- Compression 1024 bits to 512 bite base on primitive polynomial equation: -𝑥15 + 𝑥13 + 𝑥11 +
𝑥9 + 𝑥5 + 𝑥3 + 𝑥2 + 1 . 16 bits of 1024 bits are taken at a time. Bit (15, 13, 11, 9, 5, 3,2and 1) 

are drawn based on an primitive polynomial equation 

 

 
 

 

  

 

 

 

 

Input employee data = zainab convert to binary and lack of characters (expanding the to 128 

characters) is compensated by generating random numbers from the chaos equation 

 

011110100110000101101001011011100110000101100010 

Message expansion from 48 bite to 1024 bite 

01111010011000010110100101101110011000010110001001000100000101001100110000100110011111011010011100010011100001

11001110100101001010111101000101001010011101010110000110010010110100010010011110010100001100010110110110110000

11100001010111100111001110100001110110010010011000101111101110000101110110011000010010101010011110001000011111

11011000001101000000111011110110010001000001110001011111001011101000101010100010011100000111111110000000001010

01100000111001100110110000000111100000100111010110001010111010100111101001111011010001001100010000010100101111

01011011110101101000100001100100010000001000101010011110010001110000111110101110001000000001111001011001100000

00100011111111100111101011110010111101010001101111100001110010101111010101000001100000101111010001100111011111

01111101100100000110000000000010110001101011110000000000010110001011110110000010011011100111111010111110111011

10111001010111000001111111010000010000010111001011011000000001000100010110000011001000001010010110010111010100

0100011110011010100110100101100111 

 

Message expansion  HEXA (256 char) 

7A61696E61624414CC267DA713873A52BD14A756192D12794316DB0E15E73A1D9262FB85D984AA7887F60D03BD910717CB

A2A89C1FE00A60E66C0782758AEA7A7B44C414BD6F5A2191022A791C3EB8807966023FE7AF2F51BE1CAF54182F4677DF6

41800B1AF00162F609B9FAFBBB95C1FD04172D804458320A597511E6A6967 

 

Message compression   (512 bite) 

0010111111101111101001110000001110101011101111111001000110001101000011011000010101101001011000011000001111001011101

1000101001101101000010001111100011011011011011011000110001001000111011000000110111011010111010011100100101001011001

1110010001110101111110111100001111000000111110110100101011100000010110110111101001000111011010111111100001111101110

0001101010011010000110111101001101000110010101100001001111101011000000100101101110110011111110101001101000110011010

0011000010111001001100110101000000011110100110101111 
 

 

 
 

 

                                              0.3240000000                                                      324 mod 256=68 
                                              0.78848645629                                                   788 mod 256=20 

                                              0.6003921494143                                               460 mod 256=204 

.                                                                              . 

.                                                                              . 

Generate 100 random 

numbers. Take only 4 number 
after (,) and made mod 256. 

And convert to binary 
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3- Split 128 char HEXA into two-part :- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Each part divided into 8 word:- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4- Input Citizen Data  and expansion  

 

 

 

 

ali convert to binary                        

 

Chaos 1D logistic map (generated 100 random number), take only 4 number after (,) and convert to binary 

 

Combine the input message with the result of the chaos 1D 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5- Logic 256  is used to left and right part with the citizen data/repeat 32 round 

6- Update buffer  

 

 

 

Message compression (128 char HEXA) 

2FEFA703ABBF918D0D85696183CBB14DA11F1B6DB1891D81BB5D39296791D7EF0F03ED2B816DE91DAFE1F70D4D0DE9A32B

09F5812DD9FD4D19A30B933501E9AF 

 

2FEFA703 

ABBF918D 

0D856961 

83CBB14D 

A11F1B6D 

B1891D81 

BB5D3929 

6791D7EF 

 

0F03ED2B 

816DE91D 

AFE1F70D 

4D0DE9A3 

2B09F581 

2DD9FD4D 

19A30B93 

3501E9AF 

W1: a: 2FEFA703 

W2: b: ABBF918D 

W3: c: 0D856961 

W4: d: 83CBB14D 

W5: e: A11F1B6D 

W6: f: B1891D81 

W7: g: BB5D3929 

W8: h: 6791D7EF 

 

W1: a: 0F03ED2B 

W2: b: 816DE91D 

W3: c: AFE1F70D 

W4: d: 4D0DE9A3 

W5: e: 2B09F581 

W6: f: 2DD9FD4D 

W7: g: 19A30B93 

W8: h: 3501E9AF 

Input Citizen Data = ali, convert to binary and lack of characters (expanding the to 128 characters) is 

compensated by generating random numbers from the chaos equation 

 

01100001 01101100 01101001 

Message expansion from 48 bite to 1024 bite 

0110000101101100011010010100010000010100110011000010011001111101101001110001001110000111001110100101001010111

1010001010010100111010101100001100100101101000100100111100101000011000101101101101100001110000101011110011100

1110100001110110010010011000101111101110000101110110011000010010101010011110001000011111110110000011010000001

1101111011001000100000111000101111100101110100010101010001001110000011111111000000000101001100000111001100110

1100000001111000001001110101100010101110101001111010011110110100010011000100000101001011110101101111010110100

0100001100100010000001000101010011110010001110000111110101110001000000001111001011001100000001000111111111001

1110101111001011110101000110111110000111001010111101010100000110000010111101000110011101111101111101100100000

1100000000000101100011010111100000000000101100010111101100000100110111001111110101111101110111011100101011100

0001111111010000010000010111001011011000000001000100010110000011001000001010010110010111010100010001111001101

0100110100101100111100011001000111010011100 
 

Message expansion HEXA (256 char) 616C6944 

616C6900A713873A52BD14A756192D12794316DB0E15E73A1D9262FB85D984AA7887F60D03BD910717CBA2A89C1FE00

A60E66C0782758AEA7A7B44C414BD6F5A2191022A791C3EB8807966023FE7AF2F51BE1CAF54182F4677DF641800B1AF

00162F609B9FAFBBB95C1FD04172D804458320A597511E6A69678C8E9C 
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7- XOR between left and right part  

 
 

 

 

 

 

8-  convert final hash to QR-CODE 

 
 

NOTE: When passing the transaction to the employees participating in the system, a hash will be generated 

for each employee shared with the citizen's data, made XOR between hash and last convert to QR-CODE, 

Hashs are saved in the blockchain with the smart contract that contain the QR. 

 

4.3. Retrieve data stage 

The smart is saved with the hash in all servers of the nodes in the network so that it is not adjustable or 

switchable. 

When scanning the QR code, all hashes with the transaction will be retrieved from the node server. 

5. Experimental result 

The output of the proposed algorithm will be tested according to several metrics, including time, complexity, 

collision, and statistics tests. 

 

➢ Time: The algorithm (HASH-QR) takes a few milliseconds. The time was calculated using C#’s built-

in Timer class. 

 

Table1. The time it takes to generate a hash 

Input message Execution time  

Zainab/ali  0.160 millisecond  

Mohamed/noor 0.165 millisecond  

Waleed/mansour 0.168 millisecond  

 

➢    The complexity of the proposed algorithm  (HASH-QR)  will be divided into two stages. 

I. The stage of choosing the variables of the logistic equation / in the step 1 and step 4: 

When changing the values of the logistic equation variables, the entire hash result will change. 

19C3735C8A2DD90AC21F3A99B43FC2721D61C201C0E

A9CC94049147588E19D5524A74E6E041768B930CBC58A

C295ECCBABF620AB4470BA30593A808F1CFCB6ABF7

FD06222F68173534BF05367C9A54C9F4468231378C5FD3

2631EEEE10629432F59A61417B8461F6B16DB791129A9B

7483EF397F92B42129E63579A97B881F72 

 

 

955FA91468545C9511EB40A6890B555C5FF1CD58698A0

98ECE33F9C57725722719DDEACEF6AEE60AC6E1AD7

F579017E88FB86E35F9596CE839E7483D5057772A3C5B

A440E2836F45D295F6A9FF901EEF398530448047B6E73

094456C431551328293DBCA515EA01FF08E116FF77F81

30355B40051D982AF626BE460BFC494222 

8C9CDA48E279859FD3F47A3F3D34972E42900F59A96095478E7AEDB0FFC4EF723D7AA4A

0F2B98EB3F62A68F59505FB23244E4E9EBD29D6D860DDC8B24CABC181CBA6A262CDEB7

870E62AF39F830A4A26CDC3B275B7CBE93416A5AB825377C5007709BA8B2ADAC1E941E3

A6FEE5E51A44B6B4797A8F2C0BDFC08B3FA287C15D50 
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Table 2. Complexity in (Hash-Qr) algorithm base on logistic map 

message Initial value (1D) Output Hash 128 HEXA 

Zainab 

ali 

µ=3.6 

x=0.1 

8C9CDA48E279859FD3F47A3F3D34972E42900F59A96095478E7AE

DB0FFC4EF723D7AA4A0F2B98EB3F62A68F59505FB23244E4E9E

BD29D6D860DDC8B24CABC181CBA6A262CDEB7870E62AF39F83

0A4A26CDC3B275B7CBE93416A5AB825377C5007709BA8B2ADAC

1E941E3A6FEE5E51A44B6B4797A8F2C0BDFC08B3FA287C15D50 

Zainab 

ali 

µ=2.9 

x=0.9 

B1B2651D7D062592F05E30E6EB438A8A0A257201E2545193CE79E

91DD8C0D92591EED9FCAECCECEF4F779496C023A8B75E2532F

3935D281C89161541330AE7F1FFDFC9E761EBDD1B124EE03A5FE

727237A61FB1A6E825D76F0D8ED304D074EFE320EE9415C267AC

BCFB82F12C47269AB04C806FAB3E3F6DD21FD36A7E01279B6 

Zainab 

ali 

µ=1.6 

x=0.3 

09DD2B6CD3298E10712E3FE44489716BB29774AC9036A814BEC9

EDA40354D60101E630A33BB0D31805871EA62EBBA1176DD5D5A4

867D53C862B538C841939E267AE6723321551B6829FCC466343A5B

C172DC56EB651A5738CC67CDA26452548F9502410826209B4ED9C

00B4C17A0C5D530A7AD24BDE86AA2BD7232C05B070901 

Zainab 

ali 

µ=2.1 

x=0.1 

AFCAC4C57590B989D31DA5B5BB376699D717B2AC2AA0A7173

0D0E4E73CCA33F93CA19EC02F970446E7C9F786705618FC1591

F7DE2C9AA9B228C5148F681E2D388DE42A0B738CDFD8939298

D77AE324BEB3C53148B2FDA0E109FDBF5B9C0BDA009A3F16F

629F908E42D780B467147F7BC68398619DC18C3E20D4E4916E04

7B282 

 

 

 

II. The stage of choosing the primitive polynomial equation / in step 3 in the algorithm  

 

Table3. Complexity in (Hash-Qr) algorithm base on primitive polynomial 

message The initial value 

(1D) 

Output Hash 128 HEXA 

Zainab 

ali 
𝑥12 + 𝑥7

+ 𝑥4 + 𝑥3

+ 1 

And  

𝑥2 + 𝑥1 + 1 

 

6589A2AB4BCB0779FB7364870DFCB68F8A187B45D6654B30B759

1AAB16C3A7EBCD4B55F5598886D1B4C099F61DD7C9E73DF9174

1690DE626762DC61DD6128ED8BD40B9F387AAEB32365863EC165

9A058C6134C2842CF8E9316ECEC8418AEFB0CF26DA59B4114159

1219723521A43C960EA4EB64BFABDD8CE83780AB61CA01EE0 

Zainab 

ali 
𝑥15 + 𝑥13

+ 𝑥11 + 𝑥9

+ 𝑥5 + 𝑥3

+ 𝑥2 + 1 

8C9CDA48E279859FD3F47A3F3D34972E42900F59A96095478E7AE

DB0FFC4EF723D7AA4A0F2B98EB3F62A68F59505FB23244E4E9E

BD29D6D860DDC8B24CABC181CBA6A262CDEB7870E62AF39F8

30A4A26CDC3B275B7CBE93416A5AB825377C5007709BA8B2ADA

C1E941E3A6FEE5E51A44B6B4797A8F2C0BDFC08B3FA287C15D

50 

Zainab 

ali 
𝑥13 + 𝑥4

+ 𝑥3 + x
+ 1 

And  

𝑥5 + 𝑥2 + 1 

F087031EB9753B0589E3E4C390438721AD60FF05E726C0DBCBA5

3EFF80A7BA271CB46390E6B073DFB541E66BAEE0EB82F5DFBF7

F69514A9CD4C3095D4B40A077F438D35D4B6F25495896C82F8EA3

900B9E13685DD464F1BFEEF6C10820484F51D14651E74B5E8D654

4984BF03063137AD44EB6DC7198C4FAB57D1EB32444C529 

Zainab 

ali 
𝑥8 + 𝑥6

+ 𝑥5 + 𝑥
+ 1 

91F43C0C5CBBFC03F1EA585A9CEFF861A6F3BFA0EFB3A9BBE

F373ED28B1C38353408EC883B010FA643260244826BA3E784EDB1

73031F76B8071E02737D7F84165A4F195E02A8D7C96C7F534FD554
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And 

𝑥11 + 𝑥2

+ 1 

ADB60D772B641899407637F7A632C4B9D79009A778E755A2F607C

7BCE4F29B3F9039CF773F2B32A01E4E9E0F0E30A49B346E 

Zainab 

ali 
𝑥8 + 𝑥6

+ 𝑥5 + 𝑥
+ 1 

And 

𝑥10 + 𝑥3

+ 1 

 

35D20C702F34F97DCEE06308326589E57B7BB237D46A8D439D7B

EBE1673627DACA839A4C7B96E243C00ECACBC3D439F47C2A12

A0B08402790CA7117C842724324E2D122ACE303D89558B8FA7251

052D9E6E2AF56BE90A164667F7B384C94ECD65DB7032EF366819

DD962FC1A5591F99C620ED76FB5AF9ECEF2A767F71DDFE02B 

 

➢ Collision resistance: It is not possible to generate two different series for the same output, or 

generate one output for more than one input at a time. About 1000 hashes were generated using the 

proposed algorithm and it did not result in any collision. 

 

➢ Input and Output Size: Any data size can be used as input while the output length is fixed 

5.1. Statistical analysis of experimental results 

Statistical analysis was applied to find the similarity between the inputs and outputs of the proposed 

algorithm. We used the Jacquard similarity coefficient, which measures the similarity and difference by 

finding the ratio of the intersection over the union as it is used for binary data. 

 

𝐽(𝐴, 𝐵) =
|𝐴 ∩ 𝐵|

|𝐴 ∪ 𝐵|
=

|𝐴 ∩ 𝐵|

|𝐴| + |𝐵| − |𝐴 ∪ 𝐵|
 

 

➢ A= input message (binary) 

➢ B= message Digest (binary) 

➢ TEST 1:-  

A= input message (zainab) made an expansion to 1024 bits 

B= message Digest output from (Chaos Buffer Hash) 1024 bits 

 

Table 4. Jaccard Similarity and Differently Measure/Test1 

  Chaos Buffer Hah   

Message Jaccard Similarity 

coefficient  

Jaccard differently 

coefficient 

Zainab  0.178 0.822 

 

➢ TEST 2:-  

A= input message (abdallah) made an expansion to 1024 bits 

B= message Digest output from (Chaos Buffer Hash) 1024 bits 

 

Table 5. Jaccard Similarity and Differently Measure/Test1 

  Chaos Buffer Hah   

Message Jaccard Similarity coefficient  Jaccard differently coefficient 

abdallah  0.139 0.861 

 

➢ TEST 3:-  

A= input message (noor364583) made expansion to 1024 bits 

B= message Digest output from (Chaos Buffer Hash) 1024 bits 

Table 6. Jaccard Similarity and Differently Measure/Test1 

  Chaos Buffer Hah   
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Message Jaccard Similarity 

coefficient  

Jaccard differently coefficient 

noor364583  0.1343 0.8657 

 

➢ TEST 4:-  

A= input message ( السلام عليكم) made expansion to 1024 bits 

B= message Digest output from (Chaos Buffer Hash) 1024 bits 

 

Table 7. Jaccard Similarity and Differently Measure/Test1 

  Chaos Buffer Hah   

Message Jaccard Similarity 

coefficient  

Jaccard differently coefficient 

 0.8777 0.1223  السلام عليكم

 

➢ TEST 5:-  

A= input message (12ur84ndlf0r) made expansion to 1024 bits 

B= message Digest output from (Chaos Buffer Hash) 1024 bits 

 

Table 8. Jaccard Similarity and Differently Measure/Test1 

  Chaos Buffer Hah   

Message Jaccard Similarity 

coefficient  

Jaccard differently 

coefficient 

12ur84ndlf0r  0.1873 0.8657 

 

 

The first test recorded a percentage of similarity and difference with a value 0.178 and 0.822. 

The first test recorded a percentage of similarity and difference with a value 0.139 and 0.861. 

The first test recorded a percentage of similarity and difference with a value 0.1343and 0.8657. 

The first test recorded a percentage of similarity and difference with a value 0.1223 and 0.8777. 

The first test recorded a percentage of similarity and difference with a value 0.1873 and 0.8657. 

 

 

 
Figure 3.  Comparison time between MD5, SHA2, and HASH-QR 

 

Note in Figure No. 3 a comparison of the execution time of the algorithms, both hash, MD5, and propose 

an algorithm (HASH –QR). The execution time of the new algorithm (HASH-QR) does not exceed the 

time executed of MD5 and SHA2, except with a very small increase. The proposed algorithm (HASH –

QR) has proven its speed despite its multiple operations. 
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Figure 4. Comparison Time Between Md5, Sha2, And Hash-Qr 

 

Figure 4 shows the mechanism of the proposed work, where three hash are generated from citizen data with 

employee data (Node) to obtain a common signature for all parties. It is then converted to a QR code to obtain 

a single encrypted signature. 

It is possible to decode the QR code and obtain the complete data and signatures on the need to retrieve the data. 

Where the correspondence between the nodes is saved in all employee servers with the information of the 

complete transaction, in addition to that any movement in the system will generate a hash for a node. 
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Thus, the data will be retrieved through decoding the QR and it will be called through the node that was used to 

make a QR recovery. 

 

Table 9. Samples experimental results that hash value with Qr-Code (Hash - Qr) 

 
 

The presented system is feasibly enhanced more by IoT , e-government, cloud computing and Arduino tools 

as future trends of this study [28-30]. 
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6.  Conclusion   

This work presents a new method for data retrieval in a more secure manner, which depends on the generation 

of a QR based on the signatures that are generated depending on a new hashing algorithm after the transaction 

is proposed by the participating parties. All correspondence between the nodes will be stored in the node's 

servers and all signatures will be saved. After a decision is made on the transaction, it will be given a QR for 

contract signatures. Recovery of the contract is made based on this QR, it will retrieve all correspondence 

with the transaction information so we have provided a new way to retrieve the data . Where a new method 

was used to generate the hash. This method has proven its efficiency by conducting many theoretical and 

practical tests. 
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